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Simple Summary: Although many new cancer drugs look like they are working in the laboratory,
they fail when tested on real people. This is often because the cancer cell models they are tested on
are short-term, but cancer grows in people over a longer period, and things change over time. This is
not a criticism of cancer laboratories, but more a realism of the limits of scientific research. This is
why we developed this longer-lasting model of colorectal cancer that has moved around the body.
At the same time, we used this model to test next-generation delivery of chemotherapy drugs to
tumors with an advanced targeting virus. All levels of cancer research have value, both short-term
and long-term, but the longer strategies need to catch up, so this study demonstrates what can be
achieved with 3D bioprinting tumor models and testing viruses transformed for good.

Abstract: Long-term modelization of cancer as it changes in the human body is a difficult goal,
particularly when designing and testing new therapeutic strategies. This becomes even more dif-
ficult with metastasis modeling to show chemotherapeutic molecule delivery directly to tumoral
cells. Advanced therapeutics, including oncolytic viruses, antibody-based and cell-based therapies
are increasing. The question is, are screening tests also evolving? Next-generation therapeutics
need equally advanced screening tests, which whilst difficult to achieve, are the goal of our work
here, creating models of micro- and macrotumors using 3D bioprinting. We developed advanced
colorectal cancer tumor processing techniques to provide options for cellular expansion, microtumor
printing, and long-term models, which allow for the evaluation of the kinetics of penetration testing,
therapeutic success, targeted therapies, and personalized medicine. We describe how we tested
tumors from a primary colorectal patient and, applying 3D bioprinting, matured long-term models
for oncolytic metastatic screening. Three-dimensional microtumors were kept alive for the longest
time ever recorded in vitro, allowing longitudinal studies, screening of oncolytic viruses and realistic
modelization of colorectal cancer. These 3D bioprinted models were maintained for around 6 months
and were able to demonstrate the effective delivery of a product to the tumoral environment and
represent a step forward in therapeutic screening.

Keywords: 3D bioprinting; colorectal; oncolytic virus; longitudinal

1. Introduction

Applications of new technologies in cancer research have advanced rapidly with
molecular technologies, but cellular models are often limited by the length of time the
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tumoral cells survive in vitro and the research endpoint in the experiment. Many models
are sacrificed in the shorter term in hours or days, and some even reach a few weeks,
but long-term models allowing continued analysis and readouts are much less frequent.
There has been increased discussion of bioconvergence and additive manufacturing, where
several technologies are integrated together to achieve a longer-term goal. In medical
science, the separation of technologies and research has often hindered real progress,
not least due to the costs involved, which suggests that a true additive manufacturing
advantage would help. This strategy becomes increasingly important in cancer research
with the development of advanced viral, antibody or cellular treatment strategies.

Personalized medicine is another term often raised and is an important concept
(Figure 1). However, the reality has been rather slow to develop. Global medical systems
tend to offer solutions to groups of people rather than individuals, as cost-effective solutions.
This grew strongly after the Second World War, when centralized hospitals and medical
services rapidly became the norm. However, whilst this allowed population growth and
an increase in the average human lifespan, it could not have predicted the needs of a global
population of 8 billion increasingly older people. Increases in lifespan come with the reality
that the human body is not a perfect organism, with mutations and degradation of systems
accumulating over time.
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So, what is the solution? Indeed, the combination of technologies and personalized
medicine can help to create new treatments not thought of before, and advanced screening
systems are a significant part of this journey [1].
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Three-dimensional bioprinting is an additive manufacturing strategy for placing cells
and/or molecules into a bioink support that is spatially printed in the x, y and z axes.
Previously, this was employed in 3D rotating bioreactors by self-assembly with varying
results [2]. In 3D printing, however, if the bioink is sufficiently constructed to stay in one
place, either by its own structural properties or after crosslinking with light or chemical-
based stimulation, then the cellular products can be located in niches inside the construct
designed with readily available software. Many bioprinters exist, most based on the original
patents for 3D printing of plastics, which have now expired. Some are based on pneumatic,
mechanical, or heat-based extrusion principles, but essentially, they are designed to deposit
live tissue or cellular material in the 3D axes [3].

However, 3D bioprinting only works if researchers can not only process cells and tissues
sufficiently but also keep them alive long enough with the correct growth media. Having
spent many years developing procedures to harvest and process cancer tissues, we under-
stand that this stage and indeed the biobanking of those products are significant processes.

In the work presented here, we show how this works in reality, from the harvesting of
tissues and preparation of cells to the 3D printed cancer screening product, which is used to
monitor the growth and development of tumors in the laboratory. For this paper, we have
focused on colorectal cancer (CRC), which remains one of the most serious malignancies
worldwide [4–6]. Rates of metastasis in this cancer are serious, and the speed of diagnostics
before metastatic events is poor [7,8].

CRC is the third most common type of cancer and the third leading cause of death
among all malignancies, with over 50,000 mortalities per year only in the U.S. [5]. The
number of newly diagnosed patients increases every year, and it is somewhat of concern
that this particular cancer is becoming more and more common among young adults [6].
Metastatic disease is the most common cause of death in CRC. The primary site of tumor
spread is usually the liver, and it is estimated that about half of all CRC patients will develop
such metastases. Remission rates in these cases, due mainly to the altered biology of these
metastatic cells compared to the primary tumor, are unfortunately only around 15–20%,
and the heterogeneity of the clonality and indeed the potential mutagenesis during growth
are part of the problem [7–9]. Therefore, creating a highly reproducible and physiologically
relevant platform that would allow the study of the dynamics of these aggressive and
difficult-to-treat cells, and further, the testing of novel therapeutics, has been urgently
required for some time.

The aim of this paper was to create a model that was simple enough to be cost-effective
but complex enough to be able to survive long-term as we move to have screening systems
that can mimic what happens in the patient. The model also needed to be responsive
and physiologically react to treatment in a measurable capacity. Many 3D models, mostly
static or self-assembling, have been applied in cancer research with limited data endpoints,
including spheroids and organoids [10–12]. The creation of real 3D models is important to
advance beyond these simple organoid models which are variable at best and over-labeled
as 3D models in most cases [13,14]. Although many and varied models are required in
cancer research and each has its place, the current limitations of organoids are that the
assembly of cells is limited in cell numbers and often is a passive aggregation that has no
realistic physiology. Organoid models tend to have limitations on time of growth or short
endpoints and therefore limited output of testing and information available [15–18].

The advantage of creating long-term 3D bioprinted models is that this would allow
for side-by-side patient monitoring to assess if a tumor is mutating, since mutagenesis
must be considered, and potentially to pre-test chemotherapeutic combinations and doses
appropriate for the treatment of the patient. Whilst that may be difficult for some cancers,
it is a realistic and important opportunity for colorectal cancer treatment [19,20].

Further, a significant advantage of long-term truly 3D tumor models is penetration
testing, which remains one of the biggest failure areas for new chemotherapeutic strategies.
The inability of some therapeutics to gain entry into the tumor microenvironment due to
the self-encapsulation of the tumor by fibrotic digestion, immunological circulation kinetics
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or dysregulation of the surrounding “healthy” tissues remains a barrier to successful
treatment. Therefore, 3D models can help to evaluate many aspects of drug kinetics and
patient specificity that other systems fail to do [21,22].

The cost of developing cancer strategies is severe, not least at the animal model level,
where many treatments fail to progress. The creation of in vitro humanized 3D models
could create a significant advantage over and perhaps in the future replace animal models
in drug and toxicology testing, creating more specific solutions in cancer whilst at the same
time reducing overall costs, which ultimately could lead to lower patient treatment costs
and a wider spread of global cancer therapy support.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Collection and Processing

The official biobank of the IMODI cancer consortium (https://imodi-cancer.org/)
is located on-site and is authorized by the French government to collect human cancer
samples with authorization under local, national, and European ethical guidelines and
regulations. The sample provided was delivered at 4 ◦C to the biobank within 48 h of
collection from the donor. Available donor details allowed under French anonymization
laws are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the patient investigated for this study. The patient chosen had primary
colorectal adenocarcinoma with metastasis. After processing, the disaggregated purified tumor cells
were processed immediately for use or amplified for further use. Typically, tumor sizes available for
research are small, which is a limitation of cancer research.

Category Result

Sex Male

Age 74

Weight 80.78 kg

BMI 28.49

Diagnosis Primary colorectal adenocarcinoma

Extent Metastatic

Tumor sample size 3.66 g

Models printed per hour 173

Sample sizes available following surgery are categorized for diagnostics before re-
search as expected, so the final tumor availability is often a limitation of the work. For
this reason, every part of the tumor is kept for use either in direct research or later genetic-
related projects. A physical representation of the tumor and the types of 3D printed models
available after processing are given in Figure 2.

Colorectal liver metastasis cells were isolated from the primary human sample from
the patient as follows: First, the tumor was manually dissociated into small pieces of
approximately 1 mm3 before enzymatic dissociation using a 1:5 solution of Collagen IV
and Dispase (StemCell Technologies, Saint-Egrève, France). After incubation at 37 ◦C for
1.5 h, cells were filtered through a 70 µm filter (Miltenyi, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) and
centrifuged at 250 G for 7 min (ThermoFisher Heraus X3R, St Quentin-Fallavier, France).
The count and viability of all cells were tested using a LUNA-FL dual fluorescence cell
counter (Logos Biosystems, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France) (Figure 3).

https://imodi-cancer.org/
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tumor donation piece. Printed identical microtumor plate after 3D bioprinting in 24 well format. Full
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Figure 3. Visual representation of the laboratory flow for tumor dissociation and processing for 3D
bioprinting. The process of tumor receipt, logging and dissociation, using manual slicing, followed
by enzymatic dissociation on a tissue roller is represented. Resulting free cells can either be printed
immediately or recultured for selection of tumoral cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts and, if metastatic,
host organ tissue.

2.2. Cell Culture and 3D Bioprinting

The expansion of disaggregated cells was performed in a coculture media of DMEM/F12
Glutamax (Gibco, Thermofisher, St Quentin-Fallavier, France) with 10% FBS (Hyclone, Ther-
mofisher) to maintain both populations of primary cancer cells and microenvironmental
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cancer-associated fibroblasts. However, it was also possible to show a selective expansion
of either epithelial-like cancer cells or cancer-associated fibroblasts by growth in Serum
Free Defined Media (SFDM) or SPE IV media, respectively (both adapted media produced
at CTIBIOTECH, Lyon, France). (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Tumor amplification and selection of epithelial-like cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts.
Selection and amplification of cells are nutrient-media-dependent. Although all cells can be amplified
at different speeds, selection in cell-specific media promotes particular cell types, allowing choices in
cellular expansion and later model creation. In addition, the cells are then also stored in our biobank
for later genetic studies.

Once expanded, cells were removed from the culture with gentle dissociation using
Enzyme Express (1X) TrypLE™ (Gibco, Thermofisher).

Three-dimensional bioprinted microtumor models were designed and “software-
sliced” beforehand on a computer using SketchUp (https://www.sketchup.com/, West-
minster, CO, USA) paid and Slic3r (https://slic3r.org/, Rome, Italy) opensource software,
respectively, in order to generate a G-code file to transfer to the bioprinter. Amplified
cells and corresponding culture media were separately mixed with a bioink suitable for
tumor development at a concentration of 15 million/mL and 3D printed (Bio X, CELLINK,
Goteborg, Sweden), with RGD bioink (catalog # IK1020100301, composed of alginate with
covalently bound RGD and nanofibrillar cellulose, with a viscosity of 3–20,000 Pa/s and
shear rate 0.002–500 1/s (from the manufacturer’s specification sheet)). Bioinks and the
bioprinting laboratory were gas-controlled and temperature-controlled before mixing with
cellular material and nutrient media. Printing was performed in 12- or 24-well culture
plates according to our optimization protocols, using sterile 3 mL cartridges (catalog #
CSC010311101, CELLINK, Sweden). The cell–bioink mixture was then extruded through a
25 gauge (0.25 mm) high-precision nozzle (catalog # NZ3220005001, CELLINK, Sweden)
at 8–10 kPa pressure, 15 ms speed (with 20 ms preflow delay), in standard 24-well cell
culture plates. Multiple cartridges were used as appropriate until sufficient models were
created for experimentation. Bioprinted models were then crosslinked for 1–5 min with
CaCl2 (catalog # 1010006001, CELLINK, Sweden), washed with PBS and left with 2 mL
DMEM/F12 medium 10% SVF in the incubator. Media were replaced every few days

https://www.sketchup.com/
https://slic3r.org/
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throughout experimentation unless the protocol for further treatment required a difference.
Bioprinted models were kept growing for between 2 days and more than 5 months.

2.3. Cell Viability and Microtumor Analysis

Testing of the model was carried out between Day 2 and Day 169 directly by transmit-
ted light and fluorescence labeling.

The viability of the model was assessed with standard live–dead analysis: Briefly, cell
viability within the 3D models was assessed using the LIVE/DEAD™ kit (Invitrogen™,
Waltham, MA, USA). This kit stains live cells with Calcein AM and dead cells with ethidium
homodimer 1. The staining can be detected using an inverted fluorescence microscope
(Nikon Eclipse Ti-S, Tokyo, Japan), with live cells expressing green fluorescence (excita-
tion: 494 nm, emission: 517 nm) and dead cells expressing red fluorescence (excitation:
528 nm, emission: 617 nm). Macroscopic follow-up of microtumor growth and viability
was performed using a stereo fluorescence microscope (Nikon SMZ18, Tokyo, Japan) with
transmitted light and green fluorescence (excitation: 494 nm, emission: 517 nm) following
staining of viable cells with Calcein AM (Invitrogen™, Waltham, MA, USA).

Histological assessment was performed using paraffin-embedded 3D bioprints after
fixation in 4% formaldehyde−16.7 mM CaCl2 solution. Paraffin-embedded 3D bioprints
were then cut in 4 µM sections and mounted on slides. Sections were deparaffinized and
hydrated, and then hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and Masson–Goldner trichrome (Bio-
optical) staining were carried out for pathomorphological assessment. Immunohistological
analyses were carried out using a Bond RXM (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). After deparaffina-
tion and rehydration, epitope retrieval was performed using Bond epitope retrieval solution
2 (AR9640, Leica). Endogenous peroxidase activities were blocked by incubating sections in
hydrogen peroxide block solution (TA-125-H2O2Q, LABVISION, Thermofisher, St Quentin-
Fallavier, France) for 10 min at room temperature. Sections were saturated with 10% goat
serum for 20 min. Primary rabbit antibody anti-Ki67 (0.2 µg/mL-LS-B13463 LS-Bio) was
incubated for 1 h at room temperature and then revealed using Novolink anti-Rabbit poly-
mer (RE7161, Leica) followed by a Tyramide System Amplification step (TSA-Fluorescein,
SAT701001EA, Akoya, Marlborough, MA, USA) and a counter-staining step using bis-
Benzimide Hoechst3328 (B-2883, Sigma-Aldrich, St Quentin-Fallavier, France).

2.4. Hypoxia Assessment of 3D Bioprinted Microtumors

Hypoxic areas of microtumors were investigated using labeling with pimonidazole
hydrochloride (PIMO), which forms stable covalent adducts with thiols in hypoxia. The
staining was performed using Hydroxyprope Omni Kit (Hydroxyprobe, Burlington, VT,
USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, models were incubated for 3 h
with growth medium supplemented with 200 µM of PIMO; then, after two PBS washes,
they were fixed overnight with 4% formaldehyde and CaCL2 (16.7 mM). Next, models
were dehydrated, paraffin-embedded and cut into 4 µm sections. The slides were treated
as described previously with the Bond RXM except for the epitope retrieval, which was
performed with Bond epitope retrieval solution 1, and the primary antibody, which was
rabbit IgG anti-Pimonidazole (1/1000; PAb2627, Hydroxyprobe).

2.5. Oncolytic Viral Infection and Analysis of Microtumors

Microtumors were infected with an mCherry-expressing oncolytic virus, which is
derived from vaccinia virus [23]. The virus carries deficient thymidine kinase and ribonu-
cleotide reductase genes which renders it dependent on cellular enzymes for its DNA
replication, and thus, the oncolytic virus replicates preferentially in tumor cells, which fre-
quently overexpress enzymes involved in nucleotide synthesis. The virus (5.104 or 5.105 pfu
(plaque forming units)) was added to microtumors in the culture medium (DMEM/F12
10%SVF) in a 24-well plate. The culture medium was changed every 2 or 3 days. Infection
of microtumors was monitored for 21 days by following mCherry expression from the
oncolytic vaccinia virus (oVV), i.e., observing red fluorescence (Ex 500/24 Em 542/27)
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using a stereo fluorescence microscope (Nikon SMZ18, Tokyo, Japan). At 25 days after
infection, microtumors were fixed overnight with 4% formaldehyde and CaCl2 (16.7 mM)
and treated as described previously to perform Masson–Goldner trichrome staining.

3. Results
3.1. Patient-Derived Cellular Expansion from Small Donations Can Be Selective or
Multi-Phenotype

Following surgical tumor removal (Figure 2), there are many requests for pieces of the
tissue from diagnostics for research. Every part of the tumor is a precious resource. For
this reason, we designed gentle tumor processing starting with mechanical followed by
enzymatic disaggregation. This was carried out as soon as possible after surgery (Figure 3).
Although immediately printing or analyzing the resulting cells is possible and has been
done in the past, we opted to carry out expansion to investigate the efficacy of creating
more tissues to allow more experimentation and make every piece of the donated tumor
useful (Figure 4). Initial expansion in the DMEM media was useful for the early stages of
allowing the cells to relax after disaggregation and remove any unwanted debris but was
not sufficient for the expansion of the cells. For this reason, we employed a more specific
expansion of epithelial-like cells in SFDM media and cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs)
in SPE IV media (Figure 4).

At different cellular passages, samples were placed into our biobank for later referenc-
ing and/or expansion. Following early passages, sufficient cells were expanded in order to
carry out 3D bioprinting. In around 1 h, it was possible to make 173 initial and identical
models with the first printing (Figure 2).

3.2. Development of Microtumors for Short-Term and Longitudinal Studies Is Achieved
with 3D Bioprinting

Part of the importance of creating these models was to have options, from short-
to medium- to long-term. Although the speed of cellular growth in 2D can give some
information, it fails to give an understanding of how cancer cells react in a 3D environment.
Over the initial days, the speed of growth of the models was observed with standard
live–dead testing (Figure 5 upper panels). Interestingly the speed of growth was higher
in the 3D environment than in the 2D expansion culture and by the second week, it was
possible to see not just individual cells within the bioprint, but actual structures forming.

By using transmitted light and staining of the cells, it was possible to non-invasively
track the development of tumor growth with time (Figure 5 central panels).

With this and histological analysis (Figure 5 lower panels, H&E staining), it was
possible to view the development of tumors over the longitudinal axis. Amazingly, the
viability and survival of the tumors continued not for weeks, but for months. This was
an important hurdle to overcome in developing a personalized medicine model since it
allows the comparison of tumor growth in patients and potentially in the future for genetic
screening for further mutations.

3.3. Replication of In Vivo Heterogeneous Tumor Areas with 3D Bioprinted Microtumors

Next, it was essential to demonstrate that our long-time-established microtumors
retain proliferative cells, as well as necrotic and hypoxic areas, as has long been known
in colorectal tumors. The 3D bioprinted microtumors indeed display a necrotic center
surrounded by proliferative cells, as shown with Masson–Goldner trichrome and KI-67
staining (Figure 6 upper panel). Hypoxic areas were confirmed with pimonidazole staining
which is reductively activated in hypoxic cells and tissues (Figure 6). The specificity
of this protocol which was carried out on tumors that had survived for 128 days after
bioprinting is also used in vivo, so we believe that this gives additive information on
tumor turnover and should allow for crossover comparisons to animal studies and perhaps
eventually have the potential to replace them. Hypoxic areas are an important consideration
in chemotherapeutic success since hypoxia mediates several mechanisms involved in
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treatment resistance and uncontrolled hypoxia following drug therapy is a significant
reason for poor response to therapy [24,25].
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Figure 5. Microtumor development can be achieved over time and allows for research at different
stages of tumor development. Upper panels show the development of single cells into groups of
microtumoral composites witnessed over 19 days on standard microscope analysis by live–dead
analysis. Middle panels show the transmitted light and calcein-labeled composites of microtumors
forming stable groups. Lower panels show, up to 167 days, stable microtumors formed in the 3D
bioprinted models through HES histology and thin-slice imaging. *, example locations of tumors.
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Figure 6. Microtumor characterization 4 months after bioprinting. Ki-67 labeling for living cells with
DAPI labeling of nuclei, followed by scanning for pimonidazole conversion fluorescence. Masson–
Goldner trichrome labeling allows for identification of necrotic tissue (n) and surrounding living
tumor. As shown in lower panels, conversion of pimonidazole in necrotic tissue was investigated
for longer-term microtumors which had survived for 128 days after bioprinting and demonstrated
necrotic formation surrounded by the living tumoral cells.

3.4. Accurate Sophisticated Screening of Advanced Biologics Can Be Achieved in Microtumors

To further prove the validity of this model as a useful screening tool, we tested it
with our advanced oncolytic virus (OV). The OV used in this study is derived from a
vaccinia virus deleted for Thymidine Kinase/Ribonucleotide Reductase, and it expresses
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mCherry as an exogenous transgene model. mCherry allows the non-invasive monitoring
of the infected cells with transgene expression by fluorescence microscopy. The mCherry
expression was monitored over time in longer-living tumors that had survived for 114 days
after bioprinting (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Virus-delivered chemotherapeutic response over time. Microtumors that had survived for
114 days after bioprinting and had been evaluated for continued tumor formation were subjected
to oncolytic virus infection containing the FC1 enzyme-sponsored conversion of prodrug 5-FC to
the active chemotherapeutic 5-FU. The virus successfully penetrated not only the printed model
but also the microtumors. Maximum infection (mCherry labeling, in red) was noted after a few
days, followed by a slow petering out as cells were killed by the 5-FU. The continual response
after several days highlighted the bystander effect of the transfer of 5-FU throughout the tumor at
different concentrations.

Targeting of the virus to the tumoral cells, noted over 21 days, shows the increased
fluorescence of the labeled virus at the tumoral site, followed by a sharp reduction by Day
21, when the cells had been destroyed. For the slightly higher concentration of virus (lower
panels, Figure 7), the fluorescence was slightly higher on Day 14, but by Day 21 there was
little difference in the outcome in the cells, indicating that the two concentrations of the
virus were not particularly limiting.

Further analysis of the tumors by histology allowed for the visualization of the effects
of the process of delivery of the oncolytic virus (Figure 8).

It was possible to view the outset of infection and expression in the first few days with
an increasingly bright expression of mCherry and a slightly faster infection rate with the
higher dose of 5 × 105 PFU. Interestingly, all tumor clusters appear to be infected by Day
7 with both OV doses, indicating that even if the expression was dose-dependent on the
first day, it would reach a similar level. With time and with both OV doses, the expression
started to become more diffuse and to decrease, finally becoming very faint. Histologic
analyses of the microtumors 25 days after infection reveal that the infected ones are totally
necrotic and dead in comparison with the control condition which presents a necrotic area
surrounded by a dense live cell area. Taken together, these results suggest that OVs are
able to infect the microtumors, propagate and express their transgene for at least 21 days,
at which point the expression shuts down due to the death of the tumor cells.
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4. Discussion

It should be noted first that this study, carried out for around 6 months, was not on
cell lines, but on primary human tissue and cells from an actual primary patient. The
importance of this for developing longer-term research and/or screening strategies is of
consequence since researchers have historically struggled with maintaining cell survival
long-term. This gives some hope that such cultures will be available for long-term clonality
studies and investigation of mutagenesis with time in these patients. The global failure rate
of bringing new drugs to market is immense but exacerbated when it comes to advanced
therapies. What can look good in simple standard experimentation often does not translate
well to animal testing and on towards phased human clinical trials [26,27]. Problems in the
treatment targeting the site of the cancer tumor rather than randomly around the human
body are well known. Adding to this the multidrug resistance accumulation known in
longer-term cancers makes for a difficult problem to overcome [28]. Even animal testing,
although it has become more sophisticated with immunized gene-manipulated models
and patient-derived xenograft models (PDX), has significant limitations in representing the
human system. Failures often occur due to the size and the lifespan of animal models. A
lack of a toxic reaction in the often-used murine system does not at all mean a successful
treatment will be secured in the larger human organism. Genetics and immunology have a
lot to do with this, but in cancer, metastatic and cellular dysregulation beyond the tumor is
also important [29]. For these reasons, better humanized models are required in all stages of
the development plan of new therapies to give better predictive results before clinical trials.

Already noted in the introduction are the advances towards organoid models. How-
ever, the variety of what an “organoid” is appears to be vast and requires some international
classification to be agreed upon. We also employ organoids in our laboratories, but again,
the main limitation is the nature of the short-lived testing platforms. Such quick testing
is indeed important in the early stages of drug screening but not readily translatable for
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complex therapies and long-term outcomes in a patient [30]. For this, 3D complex models
are increasingly required not only as cheaper tests to replace animals, but also to mimic
the tumor microenvironment and growth in vivo as it changes dynamically. Potentially, as
noted, this might allow for longer-term changes in the cancer cells with less animal testing,
but it would require extensive and expensive studies.

Three-dimensional bioprinting, while still a science in development, can be a step
forward over historical 3D models created with static scaffolds and microgravity bioreactors.
Placement, more accurately, of cancer cells with or without additional cell types, adhesion
molecules and cytokines can better represent the stages of tumor cell growth, from the early
stages to large tumors self-encapsulating, hypoxic kinetics and metastatic events [31]. It is
for this reason that we advanced our work in this direction. The creation of rapidly formed
tumor models can allow for rapid screening of combinations of therapies that may have a
suitable result in a particular patient before the patient risks treatment [32]. This level of
personalized medicine may seem obvious but does not currently exist. The OncoDx test,
which used historical patient and chemotherapy response data, was a huge step forward
in treatments, not least in breast cancers, but is still not personalized. However, OncoDx
has shown that better prediction is essential as part of the hospital process. We believe
that what we have created for colorectal cancer does allow for something important to add
to the treatment decision-making processes. Since our models were reproducible, used
small parts of the tumor (with the remaining going to several diagnostic laboratories) and
were creating in vitro models before the treatment schedule of the patient, there is a strong
justification for considering therapy screening now before touching the patient. This would
indeed be a seismic step forward.

Beyond what our models could do in the short term are the advantages of the longer-
term growth we have seen (Figures 5–8). Allowing the models to grow independently for 5
or 6 months or more can help to mimic what happens and provide research data on the
mutation of the cancer cells over time, as well as helping in the investigation of multidrug
resistance kinetics. In addition, longer-term models also allow us to investigate mechanisms
of metastasis in patients and the reasons why the cells move away from the primary tumor,
not least when the hypoxic levels in the center of the original tumor increase (Figure 6).
Modeling of necrosis and apoptosis is important because they have a direct relation to
the dysregulation of the local environment the tumor finds itself in and potentially the
stimulation of new blood vessel development as the system works to overcome the detection
of hypoxia and cellular damage. The circular tumor development seen in our models with
hypoxic interiors was an important development in cancer modeling since organoid and
short-term two-dimensional screening does not well evaluate that. With these models,
in their more humanized form and more closely resembling tumors found in the patient,
we can test the outcome of chemotherapy treatments at all stages, including late grades.
Indeed, it is important to consider that 3D tumor environments may stimulate cellular
changes, and although genetic screening and genomic work are ongoing for the cells of the
current patient used in this study (IMODI Cancer Consortium), more studies are required.

Our OV testing was important for several reasons (Figures 7 and 8). First, advanced
therapies such as viral, antibody or Car-T-cell therapies are discussed often, but complex
therapies still must penetrate through the system to the site of the tumor and then on into
the tumor cells [33,34]. This is more challenging than it seems, particularly with tumors
that form barriers, either fibrotic or cellular. Accumulation of immune cells at the site of
tumors is often seen, and degradation of the local environment can additionally form a
strong barrier to penetrate [35]. However, here we were able to verify the penetration of
the virus into the tumor. The long-term expression of the OV suggests that in contrast
to what had been observed in vitro in 2D cell culture, the virus does not kill the infected
cells in a few days, but it will take more than 2 weeks, which probably mimics the clinical
situation better. This longer time span of expression and killing will allow further studies
to assess the expression of the therapeutic transgene by the OV, which could improve
their efficacy. Another important area of drug failure in patients is the interstitial pressure
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between the tumoral cells themselves. In CRC as well as other cancers, including pancreatic
cancer, the cells are so tightly bound through molecular interaction, channel formation and
antigen control that the penetration of chemotherapies can be a significant limitation [36].
In our model, we were able to replicate this and show that OV-directed therapies would
allow for penetration into this tight system and allow for tumor cell death directly and by
the bystander effect (cell-to-cell transfer of chemotherapeutic molecules) [37,38]. Again,
bioprinting allows this important advance in a way that organoids and other simpler
systems cannot. The limitations in the model are the length of time required to grow the
cells and the waiting time for testing, but since few systems other than animals can replicate
this level of cellular organization, it is worth pursuing. Cells may mutate during this length
of time, and this is work being investigated by us, but this could be also a useful tool to
help researchers understand more about the longer-term changes that are stimulated in a
3D environment—particularly when apoptosis and necrosis are involved.

Longitudinal modeling of outcomes is one of the main reasons for the use of animal
models. Therefore, our 3D bioprinted models provide an alternative of value to consider
in colorectal cancer drug screening and a direct method of reducing animal testing with
advanced humanized results.

5. Conclusions

Sophisticated humanized models are an important step in developing advanced
chemotherapeutic and cellular-therapeutic strategies of the future. Three-dimensional bio-
printed colorectal cancer tumors were successfully produced in this study and maintained
for growth for between 1 day and more than 5 months. Short- and long-term growth was
mimicked in vitro and provides an important cost-effective screening system not only for
basic chemotherapies but also for advanced therapeutics, including the OV strategy we
successfully employed here.
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